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Abstract

This paper describes the development of an adaptive algorithm for active control manage-

ment (AQM) routers supporting a varying number of long-lived TCP ows. We motivate the

need for adaptation by focusing on the plant's high-frequency gain which is directly related to

stability margins and speed of response. We show that the high-frequency gain of the linearized

plant is inversely proportional to this number which can vary by at least an order of magnitude.

Our adaptive algorithm { the Externally Excited Adaptive Loop (EEAL) { is shown to achieve

improved queue level management compared with that achieved using RED and PI based AQMs.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade the world has seen an explosion in Internet activity and with it has come

increased expectations for performance and services. Internet users now demand faster response

and new services such as quality of service (QoS), voice over IP (VoIP) and the bandwidth-intensive

video streaming. At the heart of this information exchange is the TCP transport protocol. Under

TCP, a sender has authority to set its transmission rate using a window ow-control mechanism.

The sender continuously probes the network's available bandwidth and increases its window size

to garner maximum share of network resource. For each successful end-to-end packet transmission

TCP increases the sender's window size. Conversely, TCP cuts the window in half whenever a

sender's packet does not reach the receiver. Such packet losses can a�ect network performance by

decreasing the sender's e�ective transmission rate and increasing delay due to packet retransmission.

By itself, TCP has no information of network mechanisms contributing to packet loss { such as the

congested router shown in the simple sender-receiver connection of Figure 1. Thus, routers have

been asked to assist in network management by sensing congestion and preemptively signaling TCP

rather than have it react to unreceived packets. The simplest form of such active queue management
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Figure 1: Router congestion results in lost packets. The receiver then signals sender to decrease window

size.

(AQM), termed drop tail, drops arriving packets when the router's bu�er is full. Drawbacks of this

scheme include ow-synchronization (see [1]) and performance degradation due to the excessive

time-outs and restarts arising when the trailing end of a sequence of data packets is dropped.

Motivated by drop-tail's ineÆciencies, the random early detection (RED) scheme was introduced

in [1]. Rather than waiting for bu�er overow to occur, RED anticipates congestion by measuring

the router's queue length and throttling the sender's rate accordingly. Since TCP is an end-to-end

protocol, RED achieves this signaling indirectly by randomly marking packets and routing them to

the receiver.1 The receiver, in turn, completes the feedback by acknowledging the receipt of marked

packets to the sender; this is depicted in Figure 2 where we emphasize the implicit, delayed,2 feeding-

back of acknowledgment packets. Upon receipt of such acknowledgments, the sender reduces its

rate according to the TCP algorithm. The randomness in RED's packet-marking scheme is meant

to eliminate ow-synchronization while queue-averaging was introduced to attenuate the e�ects of

bursty traÆc on the feedback signal. A crucial drawback in deploying RED stems from tuning

1Throughout, we assume use of the Explicit Congestion Noti�cation (ECN) mechanism for marking packets rather

than dropping as a way to signal the sender to reduce its window size.
2This time delay is equivalent to one round-trip time which is comprised of propagation and queuing delays.
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Figure 2: RED randomly marks packets to anticipate congestion.

diÆculties;3 where the performance of detuned RED approaches that of a drop-tail router; e.g.,

see [2], [3], [4] and [5]. Motivated by these de�ciencies in the basic RED mechanism, researchers

have proposed modi�cations as discussed in [4] { [6]. A common observation made amongst these

works is that TCP load (the number of TCP ows supported by the router) is a critical parameter

in tuning RED. In fact [4], [6] and [7] suggest adaptive schemes in which TCP load is estimated

and RED subsequently tuned. Our work is also motivated by a desire to design advanced AQM

schemes and explicitly relies on dynamic modeling and feedback control principles.

Recently researchers recognized that AQM schemes are essentially feedback control systems

and that their principles can provide critical insight and guidance into the analysis and design of

such schemes. While such principles can be found in the study of ATM networks (see for example

[8] and [9] and the references cited therein) they have not been applied to TCP-controlled ows.

Their absence from the design scene so far is apparently due to a lack of an analytical model of

TCP. Fortunately, this roadblock has been recently removed in [10] through the introduction of a

uid-ow model that expresses TCP in a language that allows network control engineers to analyze

and design AQM schemes.4 Indeed, [13], [14] and [15] have accomplished just that by proposing

alternative AQM schemes which amount to classical proportional (P) and proportional-integral

(PI) feedback controllers.

Congestion control has also been approached from an optimization standpoint in a framework

de�ned by Kelly, Maulloo and Tan [16]. The problem is formulated as a convex program, with

the aggregate source utility being maximized subject to capacity constraint. In the primal version

of the problem, controllers are designed by taking a penalty function approach to obtain optimal

source rates [17], [18]; whereas in a dual formulation [19] controllers are designed to obtain optimal

congestion measures (the dual variables). A virtual bu�er technique is taken in the primal approach,

with the basic idea being to mark packets when a virtual bu�er (smaller in capacity and service rate

than the actual bu�er) overows. Gibbens and Kelly propose a static virtual bu�er con�guration

[17], whereas Kunniyur and Srikant [18] use an adaptive virtual bu�er, adapting the size and

capacity of the virtual bu�er as a function of the incoming rate to both minimize delay and maximize

utilization. Athuraliya and Low [19] design controllers from the duality standpoint, and we note

that one version of their REM controller is very similar in avor to the PI controller proposed in

3By tuning we mean selecting the averaging and packet-marking parameters of RED for a given set of network

conditions.
4We'd also like to point out other recent TCP models in [11] and [12]. They are discussed in [13] in the context

of these uid-ow models.
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[13]. The optimization-based approaches largely lead to steady-state equilibria, and do no address

the transient performance.

It has been suggested that the load factor has a signi�cant e�ect on the performance of RED

routers (see [4] and [6]). Indeed, in [20], using the same uid model-based concepts described

earlier, we show that stability margins are inversely proportional to the load factor N . When

the number of long-lived ows decreases, AQM becomes less aggressive. Conversely, when they

increase, stability margins diminish. Load variations of an order of magnitude can signi�cantly

a�ect AQM performance. As suggested in [4] and [6], it may be bene�cial to introduce adaptation

into AQM to respond to these variations. Let us now review the background behind our speci�c

approach for adaptation.

1.1 Oscillating Adaptive Systems

In this research we explore the use of adaptation in AQM by again borrowing from the area

of feedback control. Speci�cally, we study the utility of the so-called Externally Excited Adaptive

Loop (EEAL) algorithm introduced in [21] { [23]). This algorithm appears to be speci�cally tailored

to the type of dynamic variations attributable to variations in the numbers of long-lived ows. This

adaptive technique explicitly monitors ow conditions at a core router and dynamically modi�es

the AQM algorithm to account for these variations.5

The EEAL algorithm is rooted in the (related) concepts of dithered feedback systems6. Dithered

systems are nonlinear systems with self-excited oscillation or externally injected sinusoid of a rel-

atively high frequency. The key idea is that at steady-state both are insensitive to the plant's

high-frequency gain. Hence, the loop transmission requirements maybe be smaller than those for

an LTI design with same speci�cations. This concept dates back to the 50's and 60's (e.g., [24]-

[26]) where the design was based on the quasilinear conditions from dual-input describing function

analysis. Originally the oscillation in these systems was self-generated through the use of an ideal

relay in the loop to create a limit cycle7. The externally excited adaptive (EEAS) system was

able to somewhat relax the lower bound on the oscillation frequency [29] since a high oscillation

frequency adds constraint on the loop transmission. Further reduction in the oscillation frequency

was achieved by use of an adaptive loop (SOAL) [30]. As reported in [23] the use of an ideal relay

in the main loop may signi�cantly degrade the noise response of the system. This led to the de-

velopment of an EEAL scheme without a nonlinear element [21] which was shown to have distinct

advantages over the above formulations. In this paper we make use of this procedure but leave out

the justi�cations for the design steps for lack of space.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we describe the fundamentals

of AQM routers from the view point of feedback control. We then motivate the need for adaptation

and follow with details of our design of an EEAL algorithm for this problem. Finally, we apply this

design to a single queue network and draw comparisons with the PI AQM algorithm.

5Speci�cally, the AQM is automatically tuned to maintain constant loop gain.
6we note a di�erence from the common use of non-adaptive dithering to overcome hard nonlinearities such as

friction.
7SOAS is related to relay systems were pioneered by Tsypkin [27] and are often the basis of auto tuning algorithms;

e.g., see[28].
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2 AQM Routers

This section describes the fundamentals of AQM routers. We �rst present a recently developed

nonlinear model for the dynamics of routers supporting TCP ows. We then describe the existing

AQM algorithm referred to as RED, and present our recent AQM algorithm { the PI controller.

2.1 A Fluid Flow Model TCP Congestion Control

In [10], a dynamic model of TCP behavior was developed using uid-ow and stochastic di�erential

equation analysis. We now use a simpli�ed version of that model which ignores the TCP timeout

mechanism.8 This model relates the average value of key network variables and is described by the

following coupled, nonlinear di�erential equations:

_W (t) =
1

R(t)
�

W (t)W (t�R(t))

2R(t)
p(t�R(t))

_q(t) =
N(t)

R(t)
W (t)� C (1)

where _x denotes the time-derivative of x and

W
:
= average TCP window size (packets);

q
:
= average queue length (packets);

R
:
= round-trip time =

q

C
+ Tp (secs);

C
:
= queue capacity (packets/sec);

Tp
:
= propagation delay (secs);

N
:
= load factor (number of TCP sessions);

p
:
= probability of packet marking:

The �rst term in the _W equation models the additive increase of window size while the second

term captures its multiplicative decrease. We illustrate these di�erential equations in the feedback

control block diagram of Figure 3 which highlights TCP window control and queue dynamics. In

the context of these dynamics, an active queue management algorithm amounts to computing a

packet-marking probability p as a function of queue length q. This forms, together with (1), a

feedback control system as illustrated in Figure 4.

2.2 The RED and PI AQM Algorithms

In [13], [14] and [15], linearization techniques and feedback control principles are used to analyze

and design AQM algorithms. The AQM problem is posed as one of feedback control as illustrated

in Figure 4 where the transfer-function P (s) denotes the linearization of the TCP dynamics (1)

around an operating point (W0; p0; q0) and C(s) represents an AQM control law. The plant transfer

function P (s) is given by

P (s) =
(C

2

2N
)e�sR0

(s+ 2N

R
2

0
C
)(s+ 1

R0
)

(2)

8It is believed that with implementation of SACK and ECN, the e�ect of timeouts will be minimized
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which explicitly relates the network parameters N (TCP load), R0 (round-trip time) and C (queue

capacity) to the dynamics of AQM. These relationships are discussed in detail in [13] and [14]. We

would like to point out here that the gain of the plant C
2

2N
and the delay element e�sR0 play crucial

roles in the stability and performance of AQM. Roughly speaking, stability margins decrease with

smaller load N , larger capacity C or larger round-trip time R0.

By and large, present AQM algorithms are based on RED. However, recently, [10] analyzed

the RED algorithm from a control view point and [15] suggested choices for designing such a PI

controller which stabilizes the linearized feedback system and o�ers robustness to given ranges of

TCP loads and round-trip times. The conclusion in [15], supported by simulations, is that PI control

achieves signi�cant performance improvement compared with RED-based AQM. To illustrate this

key �nding, consider a simple network topology consisting of a single bottleneck queue and a set

of long-lived TCP ows. The queue has bandwidth capacity of C = 3500 packets/sec, the number

of ows is N = 400, the and the desired queue bu�er's level is q0 = 175 packets. The controller is

given by

C(s) = 9:6426(10)�6
( s

0:53
+ 1)

s
:

The NS [31] simulation results in Figure 5 show that the PI controller is capable of regulating the

queue's length to q0 = 175 while RED loses control allowing the queue to be locked in a persistent

overow condition. At such load levels, the loss probability has become so high that RED has

forced the queue length beyond the bu�er size.
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Figure 5: Simulations under high TCP load. RED overows while PI regulates.

Another bene�t of PI control is its ability to regulate queuing delay independent of TCP load.

An important consideration in designing AQM systems is the tradeo� between queuing delay and

utilization. Intuitively, larger bu�ers lead to higher link utilization, but they also result in larger

queuing delays. With the PI controller, the delay is essentially tunable with a single parameter q0.

Larger values of q0 give larger delay and utilization. In contrast, with RED, the delay is a function
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network conditions such as load level and packet-marking pro�le parameters minth, maxth and

pmax.

In the above, we have motivated the need for PI-type control algorithms in AQM routers using

results from [13]- [15]. In the sequel, we �rst show that the load factor N has a signi�cant e�ect

on the system performance. We then present an adaptive algorithm that, coupled with a PI-type

design, can adapt this controller's gain to reect dynamic changes in N .

3 The Adaptive AQM

In this section we describe the salient features of our adaptive controller leading to the comparison

with the PI algorithm presented in the previous section. We �rst motivate the need for adaptation.

3.1 Why Adaptive?

As described earlier, the open-loop transfer function from the probability p to the queue level q

derived at the linearized model (at equilibrium) for a single-queue TCP model is given by (2)

P (s) =
R0C

2

2N2

s+ 2N

R
2

0
C

N

R0

s+ 1

R0

Two asymptotic quantities, the plant's high-frequency gain and low-frequency gain are important

measures of the system's performance. The plant's low-frequency gain (i.e., steady-state or DC

gain) is given by

P (s) �!
(R0C)

3

(2N)2
; s! 0;

while the plant's high-frequency gain is

P (s) �!
C
2

2N

s2
:
=
Khf

s2
; s!1:

Putting aside phase variations, if Khf is not �xed then in order to insure a robust gain margin,

control design must be executed with respect to the worst-case gain, that is max[Khf ]. If the

controller is �xed, as is the case in linear, time-invariant (LTI) systems, such a robust design

introduces a limitation on the achievable performance. To see this, consider the case where the

load lies in the range N 2 [Nmin; Nmax]. Given that the �xed robust controller was designed using

Nmax, if N = Nmin thenKhf = is Nmin

Nmax

smaller. A lower high-frequency gain implies a lower system

bandwidth. And lower bandwidth implies slower system in terms of rise and settling time. Given

that Nmin

Nmax

can be as low as 0.1, it is apparent that we should investigate feasibility of adaptive

controllers. One such controller is described below using an Externally Excited Adaptive Loop

(EEAL) scheme.

3.2 The Adaptive Control Problem

The block diagram of an EEAL system is shown in Figure 6. Note that Ph denotes the �xed plant

in Eq. (2) evaluated at a nominal value of the load N . The adaptive algorithm design involves this

procedure from [21]: de�ne the nominal closed-loop performance and then design a linear controller
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G, compute a lower bound of the oscillation frequency !0 and then design of the linear �lters G2G3h

and G1, and �nally, design the adaptive loop. Let us now proceed with details of our design.

)(sφ

meA

refA

−

2G1G

tsinA 00 ω

hG3⊗ hPF
−

rq q

Figure 6: Block diagram of an EEAL system.

3.2.1 Speci�cations

As a target for the closed-loop transfer function from qref to q we use a nominal load level of

N = 60 (i.e., P60(s) in [15]) and the controller in [15] as an indication for achievable performance.

While more detailed performance speci�cations can be de�ned and used in conjunction with recent

robust control techniques, this is not needed here. The large time delay in this system and the

lack of disturbance models allow for use of straightforward frequency response control design. The

desired closed-loop model is given by

T (s) =
1125 exp�0:45s

(s2 + 1:5s+ 2:25)(s + 5)(s+ 10)2
:

Note that we use a larger delay than the steady-state value since during transients the queue level

is higher causing larger delays (the need for such conservatism is yet to be proved). The remaining

speci�cations are (using notation in [21]):

� Re =
175

s
the \extreme" command input (i.e., qref = 175),

� m = 3 maximal oscillation amplitude at the plant output,

� A = 1 (typical) oscillation amplitude at the measurement point, and

� KK3 = 1 arbitrary choice.

3.2.2 Nominal LTI Design

Again, the nominal plant is the P60(s) in [15] with a worse-case delay (0.45 instead of 0.25 seconds)

P (s) =
117126K exp�0:45s

(s+ 0:53)(s + 4:1)

:
= KPh(s); 0:1 � K � 1
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A standard QFT design ([32]) is carried out assuming K = 1 (i.e., K has no uncertainty). We use

a 6dB margin constraint (i.e., peaking in the complimentary sensitivity jT (j!)j � 2) to guide the

loopshaping procedure as shown in Figure 7. The following controller was designed:

G(s) =
15:51(s + 1:75)(s2 + 6:52s + 16:03)

s(s+ 20:17)(s + 33:7)(s + 74:38)(s + 214:1)
:

The nominal loop is

-350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

X: Phase (degrees)  Y: Magnitude (dB)

L(s) 6 dB margin bound 

Figure 7: The nominal loop L(s) on a Nichols chart and a 6dB margin bound.

L(s)
:
= P (s)G(s) =

1816624:26(s + 1:75)(s2 + 6:52s+ 16:03) exp�0:45s

s(s+ 0:53)(s + 4:1)(s+ 20:17)(s + 33:7)(s + 74:38)(s + 214:1)
:

In what follows, the design of the adaptive scheme was carried out using [21]; additional insight

can be found in [22]-[23].9

3.2.3 Choice of the Oscillation Frequency

The lower bound of the oscillation frequency !0 is given by Eq. (6.11) in [21] (page 112)

jL(j!)j �

3

m
jRe(j!)T (j!)(j! + p)j ; ! � !0 (3)

�

3!0

m
jRe(j!0)T (j!0)j ; ! � !0;

where we have used p � !0

3
. Both sides of (3) are plotted in Figure 3 with the choice of p = 6.

. It can be observed that the inequality (3) is satis�ed for !0 > 18 rad/sec. We select !0 = 20

substantiating our earlier choice of p = 6.

9We note that in this paper we assume a �xed Ph(s) which is not the case. While simulations indicate that

uncertainty in Ph(s) does not a�ect EEAL performance, further study is required.
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Figure 8: Veri�cation of (3) with p = 6.

3.2.4 Design of Fixed Filters in the Main Loop

Using Eq. (6.12) in [21] (page 115) with � = 3 and p = 6

G2G3h =
�Re(s)T (s)(s+ p)

AKK3Ph(s) (s)
=

5:04(s + 0:53)(s + 4:1)(s+ 6)

s(s2 + 1:5s+ 2:25)(s + 5)(s+ 10)2 (s)
(4)

Let the relative degree in  (s) be so that the relative degree of G2G3h is 1. We select

 (s) =
802

(s+ 80)2

with the corner frequency two octaves above !0. G2G3h then reduces to

G2G3h =
0:000787(s + 0:53)(s + 4:1)(s + 6)(s+ 80)2

s(s2 + 1:5s+ 2:25)(s + 5)(s+ 10)2
:

Let us take G2(s) = 1. Using model order reduction in [32], we obtain

G3h =
0:000787(s + 0:53)(s + 4:53)(s + 80)2

s(s2 + 1:5s+ 2:25)(s + 7:98)(s + 11:54)
:

If necessary, G2 can be used to reduce the dither amplitude A0 (computed at the end of this

section).

Next, using Eq. (6.13) in [21] (page 115)

G1(s) =
AL(s) (s)

�Re(s)T (s)(s+ p)

=
19678:56(s + 1:75)(s + 5)(s+ 10)2(s2 + 1:5s+ 2:25)(s2 + 6:52s+ 16:03)

(s+ 0:53)(s + 4:1)(s + 6)(s+ 20:17)(s + 33:7)(s + 74:38)(s + 80)2(s+ 214:1)
:
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The pre-�lter F(s) is found from

F (s) =
1 + L(s)

L(s)
T (s)

Using [33], a rational approximation (see Figure 9) is found

F (s) =
90:97(s + :49)(s + 23:95)

(s+ 0:39)(s2 + 2:17s+ 6:37)(s2 + 39:33s + 424:3)

10
-1

10
0

10
1

-30

-25

-20

-15

-10

-5

0

5

rad/sec

dB

rational approximation
F(s)                  

Figure 9: Rational approximation of F (s) (solid - approximation) .

Finally, the amplitude of the injected sinusoid A0 is found from [21]

A0 =

�
�
�
�
A(1 + L(j!0))

L(j!0)
G2(j!0)

�
�
�
� = 11:04

3.2.5 Design of the Adaptive Loop

The linearized and approximated closed-loop transmission for the adaptive loop is given by Eq.

(6.14) in [21] (page 118). The e�ective open-loop transmission is (we have added a delay of 0.45

not shown in [21])

La(s) = Ame(s)�(s)K jG1(j!0)G3h(j!0)ph(j!0)j tcs2(s) exp
�0:45s (5)

where �(s) is design as a stabilizing type 1 (to achieve zero steady-state error) �lter. In addition, for

fast adaptation, it should have largest possible bandwidth with reasonable margins. From empirical

studies [21] it was found that a reasonable choice of Tcs2 is

tcs2(s) =

�
!0

2

�2

s2 + 1:4
�
!0

2

�
s+

�
!0

2

�2 =
400

s2 + 28s+ 400
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The �lter Ame represents the dynamics of the peak detector. For pure sinusoidal signals, a detector

made of a recti�er operator followed by a low-pass 1

s+1

10. Given the high levels of noise in our

system, we designed a band-pass �lter as the �rst signal processing step in the detector (see [21]).

This �lter with a center frequency of 20 Hz and a 1 Hz band is given by

GBP (s) =
s2

(s2 + 6:83s+ 245:86)(s2 + 11s+ 630:07)

The overall dynamics of Ame must take into account the dynamics of the band-pass �lter when

excited by the dither signal. An approximation for this was found to be

Ame =
10

s+ 10

Taking K = 1 = Kmax, we design �(s) using QFT (note jG1(j!0)G3h(j!0)ph(j!0)j = 0:098).

Again, we use a 6dB margin constraint to guide the loopshaping of the open-loop (5). The �lter is

given by (see Figure 10)

�(s) =
1

s

-350 -300 -250 -200 -150 -100 -50 0
-40

-30

-20

-10

0

10

20

30

40

50

X: Phase (degrees)  Y: Magnitude (dB)

6 dB margin bound 

L (s) 2 

Figure 10: Design of �(s).

3.2.6 Extensions

In [21], it is strongly recommended that during start up time, the adaptation be allowed to converge

before external inputs are applied. This may be too restrictive for TCP congestion control appli-

cations. Based on a detailed experimental study of the adaptive scheme applied to our problem,

we were able to overcome this limitation. Speci�cally, it was found that the adaptation error and

the integrator in the adaptation loop must be properly constrained.

10Such detector is also used in relay control to compute the amplitude of the limit cycle.
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4 Single-Queue Network Application

In this section we compare the performance of the LTI controller similar to the one in [15] with

the adaptive scheme described above. Our model includes a number of saturations: queue bu�er

q 2 [0; 800], TCP window W 2 [1; 50] and loss probability p 2 [0; 1]. In addition, Tp = 0:2 sec

and the reference (i.e., desired) queue level was set to qref = 175. We use the following model to

describe the bounded, slow-varying noisy load N

N = 100 + white noise

where the white noise is a Simulink band-limited white noise with noise power of 10000 and Sample

Time of 10. Queue levels under LTI and EEAL control are compared in Figures (12)-(13).

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
20

40
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80

100

120

140

160

180
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N 
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Figure 11: Stochastic load and its EEAL estimation.
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Figure 12: Long duration queue level comparison with stochastic load variation in Figure 11.
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Figure 13: Zoomed Figure 12 showing faster recovery from an empty queue level with EEAL scheme.

An additional test was run to compare the ability of the controller to escape a fully congested

router brought about by a sudden increase in the load N at t = 30 from 100 to 400 as shown in

Figure 14. This step change results in the loop's bandwidth being cut by a factor of 4. While the

LTI design remains �xed, that is, 4 times more sluggish, the EEAL scheme is able to increase the

loop gain resulting in a faster response. The clear improvement in the queue level seen in Figure

15 occurs even with the adaptation reaching only 50% of its steady-state value.
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Figure 14: Pulse load variation and its EEAL estimation.

5 Conclusions

We have motivated the need for adaptation in AQM routers due to the time-varying nature of the

network load. We used the EEAL algorithm to implement an adaptive AQM and demonstrated
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Figure 15: Pulse load variation and its EEAL estimation.

its advantages when applied to a single-queue network. In our ongoing research, we are testing

the scalability of this concept in a multi-queue network and are studying the e�ect of noise on the

adaptation loop.
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